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Shibori is a 1,300-year-old dyeing 
technique of Kyoto used for 
decorating kimonos and other 
fabrics. Watch a demonstration by 
professional artisans and visit an 
exhibition of their most gorgeous 
artwork.

This traditional Washi shop offers a 
great variety of everyday items 
made of Japanese paper. Letter 
papers with Japanese ornaments, 
colorful origami papers, elegant 
decor sheets for special occasions 
and many more special items you 
can’t find anywhere else.

Have you ever heard of a Sake 
house? It is like a Tea house, where 
Japanese people come to relax and 
have a drink. But instead of drinking 
Tea, you drink Sake. Enjoy the Sake 
from different types of traditional 
cups and feel the differences!
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www.mktaxi-japan.com
MK Co., Ltd

Reservation
Online: www.mktaxi-japan.com

(Every Day: 8:30-18:00)
050-3385-8132

Reservations should be made at least 3 days before the trip by 17:00 (JST). 

Phone:

Heian Shrine Nijō Castle Kinkaku-ji

Your exclusive 3-stop tour is ready!Your exclusive 3-stop tour is ready!

Visit a private
Noh theatre

Try on Samurai
armour

We can add any of these activities to your 
itinerary for an additional fee. 

Traditional Arts & Cra�s TourTraditional Arts & Cra�s Tour

Optional ActivitiesOptional Activities

Fares (all-inclusive)
We provide a professional English speaking tour guide driver.

Tie-dying (Shibori) Japanese Paper (Washi) Sake House

&&
Pick 1 Popular
Sightseeing Spot
Pick 1 Popular
Sightseeing Spot

Pick 2 Unique ExperiencesPick 2 Unique Experiences

Please enquire for more information via the 
reservation/quotation form on our English 
website.

★★

Start of tour: 9:00 or 13:00. We will pick you up at your hotel
in Kyoto City. Different fares are applicable for pick-ups
outside Kyoto City. Please enquire for more information.
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